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Abstract We consider the exact learnability of subclasses of Boolean
formulas frommembership queries alone We show how to combine known
learning algorithms that use membership and equivalence queries to
obtain new learning results only with memberships In particular we
show the exact learnability of readk monotone formulas Satk O	log n

CDNF and O	
p
log n
size CDNF from membership queries only
  Introduction
Learning DNF formulas has been one of the most attractive and tantalizing
problems since the seminal paper of Valiant Val Although many results in
the literature gave evidence that the problem is hard even if we are allow to
use membership queries AK AHP it has been recently proved by Jack
son Jac that using membership queries DNF are PAC learnable in poly
nomial time under the uniform distribution Here we concentrate in a more
restricted framework While Jacksons algorithm is a PAC learning algorithm
we wish to have exact identication of the target formula In this more re
stricted setting known as exact learning Ang few positive results have been
discovered using only membership queries queries Among others the following
very restricted subclasses of monotone DNF formulas are properly exact learn
able by membership queries	 monotone readonce formulas AHK kterm
monotone DNF BGHM and 
monotonic positive functions MIb In
the non monotone case decision trees of Ologndepth KM and Satk
OlognDNF BF are shown to be exact learnable using a threshold of
parity functions as a hypothesis
In almost all the cases we show that stronger results hold if we measure
the eciency of the algorithm with respect to the DNF size as well as the
CNF size Our approach is the following We use well known learning algo
rithms Ang Bsh	 that learn certain classes of formulas with membership
and equivalence queries Those algorithms have some nice properties and we
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show how to exploit them to learn some classes of formulas with only member
ship queries Those algorithms are monotone with respect to the target ie they
always produce a hypothesis that implies the target Moreover they have a dual
algorithm that behaves in a symmetric way Thus combining them we are able
to obtain new positive learning results The price we have to pay for learning
only with memberships is that now the query complexity depends on the DNF
as well as the CNF size of the target not only one of them as it would be desired
Nevertheless our results are optimal in the number of membership needed
It has been shown in BGHM that any exact learning algorithm that uses
only membership queries must consider simultaneously the DNF and the CNF
size when measuring the number of membership queries for monotone formulas
and the dual and monotone dual dimension which in our case are polynomially
related to the DNF and CNF size but not in general see Section  for non
monotone ones
The classes we show to be exact learnable only with membership queries are
readk monotone formulas Satk OlognDNF formulas and O
p
lognsize
CDNF For proving our results we show how to test equivalence between some
classes of Boolean formulas These algorithms may be of independent interest
outside the learning community
The rest of the paper is organized as follows Section 
 gives denition and
terminology used throughout the paper Section  shows how to learn readk
monotone formulas In Section  the learnability of subclasses of general DNF
formulas is shown Finally Section  discuss the results and presents some future
work and open problems
 Preliminaries
We are interested in the learnability of Boolean functions First we give some
denitions and notation We denote by e
i
the assignment that is  everywhere
except in the ith bit A literal is either a variable x
i
or its negation x
i
 We will
use the order  over f g
n
where for two assignments a and b a  b if for
every   i  n a
i
 b
i
 A Boolean function is said to be monotone if for every
pair of assignments a b  f g
n
 a  b implies fa  fb A Boolean function
is called unate if there exists an assignment a such that fx  a is monotone
where  is the group addition in GF 

n

Now we dene several classes of formulas that we will consider A DNF ex
pression is a disjunction of terms where each term is a conjunction of literals and
a CNF expression is a conjunction of clauses where each clause is a disjunction
of literals The size of a DNF formula denoted by df is the number of terms
and the size of a CNF formula denoted by cf is the number of clauses A k
term DNF kclause CNF is the class of functions represented as a DNF CNF
with at most k terms clauses We denote by ksize CDNF the class of formulas
included in kterm DNF  kclause CNF On the other hand kDNF kCNF
is the class of formulas that have at most k literals in each term clause The
class Satk DNF CNF is the class of formulas where each assignment satises
at most k terms clauses simultaneously Furthermore a Satk CDNF is a for
mulas that is contained in the class Satk DNF  Satk CNF Finally the class
of kdepth decision trees is the class of Boolean functions that can be repre
sented as a decision tree of depth at most k The class of kdepth decision trees
is strictly included in the class Sat kCDNF also called Disjoint kCDNF
We now recall the denitions of the Fourier transform needed in Section 
Every Boolean function can be uniquely expressed in terms of its Fourier spec
trum That is fx 
P
S f ng

f S
S
x where 
S
x 
Q
iS

x
i
and
the Fourier coecients

f S calculate the correlation of f and 
S
with respect to
the uniform distribution Furthermore because the vector space of realvalued
functions over f g
n
has dimension 

n
 the set of 

n
parity functions forms an
orthonormal basis for this vector space and every function f can be uniquely
expressed as a linear combination of parity functions We call the support of
a function to fSj

f S  g ie the set of subsets of variables such that the
corresponding Fourier coecient is non zero
As we mention in the introduction we are interested in learning algorithms
that are monotone with respect to the target The following denition formal
izes this idea
De
nition A learning algorithm L is said to be monotone if learning a target
formula f  always produce hypothesis h such that h  f  Symmetrically a
learning algorithm L

is antimonotone if always produce hypothesis h

such
that f  h


 algorithm L   L

 run L until it produces h
 run L

until it produces h

 while EQU	h h

 c
  Y ES
  
do
  EQU checks whether h  h

 and if not returns c such that h	c
  h

	c
 
 if h	c
  f	c
 then
 give c to L and update h
 else
 give c to L

and update h


 end
 end
Fig  Combination of a monotone and an antimonotone learning algorithm
Therefore we can combine both algorithms as it is shown in Figure  and
obtain the following useful tool for designing new learning algorithms
Lemma Let L and L

be respectively a monotone and antimonotone exact
learning algorithms with membership and equivalence queries for a class of con
cepts C Let H and H

be the hypothesis class used by L and L

respectively
and let EQU be and algorithm for decide the equivalence between any pair of
formulas h  H and h

 H

such that h  h

 Then the concept class C is
exactly learnable only with membership queries
We observe that even if algorithm EQU just decides whether h is equivalent
to h

without nding the counterexample c needed in our learning algorithm
n extra calls of EQU suces to nd a counterexample Notice also that the
monotonicity restriction of the algorithms can be relaxed as follows We only
need that both algorithms never issue a hypothesis equal to any hypothesis
issued by the other except when they nd the target However we have not
found any pair of learning algorithms that satisfy this condition and are not
monotone in the previous sense
This way to combine learning algorithms was used in BC	 to obtain
learning algorithms with membership queries and an NPoracle In this paper
we concentrate in some classes that can be eectively learned with membership
queries without the need of an NPoracle
 Learning monotone formulas
The rst algorithm we are going to use is Angluins algorithm denoted by A
for learning monotone DNF formulas with membership and equivalence queries
Ang Algorithm A is a monotone learning algorithm and the hypothesis
produced are always monotone DNF formulas Moreover it is easy to see that
we can invert algorithm A by greedily collecting all maximal false vectors from
negative counterexamples instead of greedily collection all minimal true assign
ments from positive counterexamples Thus we obtain the dual algorithm A

that learns monotone CNF formulas with membership and equivalence queries
and hypothesis that are monotone CNF formulas Moreover this algorithm is
an antimonotone algorithm Thus algorithms A and A

meet the requirements
of Lemma 
 In the following Subsection we show an interesting class that is
learnable by the combination of A and A

 This way of combining Angluins
algorithm was used in BI when comparing learning with dualization
 Learning Readk monotone formulas
A readk DNF formula is a formula where each variable appears at most k
times The sensitive set of an assignment x is dened by Sx  fyjfx 
fy dx y  g where dx y is the Hamming distance of x and y If Sx  
and fx   then we say that x is a positive sensitive assignment of f  Let us
rst give a couple of useful properties of readk formulas
Proposition If x is a positive sensitive assignment of readk monotone DNF
formula f then x simultaneously satises at most k terms of f 
Proof Let x be a positive sensitive assignment that satises k   terms of a
readk DNF formula f and let y  Sx such that y just diers from x in the
ith bit Since ipping the ith bit of x from  to  the formula is not satised
x
i
must appear in the k   terms of f that x satised Thus f is not a readk
formula ut
Proposition Let f be a readk monotone DNF formula and let g be a mono
tone CNF formula Assume that f is not equivalent to g and there exists an
assignment x such that fx   and gx   Then there exists another as
signment y such that x  y fy   gy   and y belongs to the sensitive
set of a positive sensitive assignment of f 
Proof Let x be an assignment such that fx   and gx   We ip  bits
of x while keeping fx   until we obtain y such that x  y and ipping one
bit more of y we satisfy f  By monotonicity g is still satised by y and y belongs
to the sensitive set of a positive assignment for f  ut
Using these two properties we can show how to check equivalence for a mono
tone readk DNF formula
Lemma	 Let f be a readk monotone DNF formula and g a monotone CNF
formula We can test whether f and g are equivalent in polynomial time with
respect to df and cg
Proof Since f is in DNF and g in CNF we can eciently check whether there
exists an assignment x such that fx   and gx   If we nd such an
assignment we are done Otherwise if f and g are still not equivalent there
should be an assignment x such that fx   and gx   By Proposition 
there exists another assignment y that belongs to the sensitive set of a positive
sensitive assignment and is still a valid witness of non equivalence between f
and g Moreover Proposition  tell us that all the positive sensitive assignment
satisfy at most k terms Therefore we check the sensitive sets of all the possible
positive sensitive assignments of f  The number of sensitive assignments of f is
smaller than n
k 
which is polynomial for constant k Thus either we nd an
assignment y which proofs that f is not equivalent to g or by Proposition  it
does not exist and f is equivalent to g ut
Therefore Lemma 
 together with algorithmsA andA

and the above Lemma
implies the following Theorem
Theorem The class of readk monotone DNF formulas is exactly learnable
using membership queries in polynomial time in maxfdf cfg
By results of BC	 this upper bound on the number of membership
queries cannot be further improve Moreover since learning a readk DNF for
k 	  is equivalent to learn an arbitrary DNF AK the monotonicity re
striction is also optimal Observe that if we can learn nonmonotone readthrice
formulas with membership queries we will be able to learn DNF formulas with
membership queries and that is impossible since they contain the class of sin
gletons monomials of n variables This class is not exactly learnable using less
than 

n
membership queries Ang
 Learning arbitrary formulas
In Bsh	 Bshouty showed that CDNF formulas are exactly learnable in poly
nomial time with membership and equivalence queries He uses an algorithm
that we will call B which is based on Angluins algorithm for monotone DNF
formulas Thus it shares the same property it is a monotone learning algorithm
The hypothesis are depth formulas consisting of a CNF of polynomially many
DNF formulas as clauses The algorithm runs in polynomial time in the DNF size
of the target and its monotone dimension see Bsh	 for a detailed denition
Moreover his algorithm can be inverted obtaining a dual monotone learning al
gorithm B

for the same class of formulas BC	 In this case the hypothesis
are also depth formulas but consisting of a DNF of polynomially many CNF
formulas as terms This dual version runs in polynomial time in the CNF size
and its dual monotone dimension In the following Subsections we show some
classes of formulas that are learnable by the combination of B and B


 Learning Satk OlognDNF formulas
In KM Kushilevitz and Mansour gave an algorithm for exactly nding the
support of the class of Ologndepth decision tree using membership queries
Moreover in BF it was proved that the same algorithm also obtains the
support of kdisjoint OlognDNF formulas a class that strictly contain deci
sion trees of Ologndepth These results are stated in the following theorem
Theorem KM BF There is a deterministic algorithm that for any
Boolean function f that can be represented as a Satk OlognDNF  outputs
the support of f in polynomial time in n
We use previous algorithm to obtain the following result
Lemma Let f and g be Boolean formulas that have a representation as a
Satk OlognDNF Then we can test in polynomial time in n whether f and
g are equivalent
Proof We just have to use the algorithm of Theorem  to obtain the supports of
f and g which have a polynomial number of sets We check whether the supports
of f and g are equal and answer yes in case they are and no otherwise Since no
two dierent sets of Fourier coecients can represent the same Boolean function
the correctness follows ut
Notice that we do not care about how formulas f and g are given in the
previous lemma as far as the could be represented as required Thus algorithm
of Theorem  can be applied since it just tests membership of the input formulas
It does not use any property of the way in which the input formulas are actually
represented Therefore we can obtain the following learning result
Theorem The class of Satk OlognDNF formula are exactly learnable in
polynomial time with respect to its DNF and CNF size from membership queries
alone The hypothesis is a depth formula
Proof Run algorithm of Figure  using Bshoutys algorithms B and B

for
CDNF formulas as algorithms L and L

and using the algorithm described in
Lemma  for testing equivalence Since that algorithm does not provide any
counterexample we need to run it n times for solving every equivalence query
Moreover this classes have monotone and dual monotone dimension polynomial
see Bsh	 and BGHM and therefore the running time of B and B

is
also polynomial ut
The class of Satk OlognDNF contains decision trees of logarithmic depth
so we also exactly learn the same class Notice that we cannot extend this result
to any class of decision trees that can represent singletons for instance poly
nomial size decision trees since that class is known to be non exactly learnable
with polynomial number of membership queries As we mentioned before our
result was already proved in BF However by using the combination of
Bshoutys algorithms we are able to improved the way the hypothesis is repre
sented Our learnability result is in terms of a depth formula while the result
in BF was in terms of a threshold of parity functions a Fourier based
representation It is open whether this class of formulas is proper learnable in
polynomial time from membership queries only
 Learning Bounded size CDNF formulas
In this subsection we show how to use again the combination of Bshoutys al
gorithms to learn a class of formulas that have bounded number of terms and
clauses in its DNF and CNF representation respectively First let see that we
can test equivalence between some formulas
Lemma Let f  f
 

   
f
r
and g  g
 
   g
s
be depth formulas where
f
i
are DNF formulas and g
j
are CNF formulas such that jf j  jgj  Ologn
and f  g Then we can test whether f is equivalent to g in polynomial time
in n
Proof Since f implies g there always exists at least one variable x
k
that either
appears positive or negative in both formulas simultaneously To see this claim
observe that when fx   we just have to set the variables in some terms
t
i
 
 f
 
 t
i

 f

     t
i
r
 f
r
such that all of them are satised ie t
i
 
y 

   
 t
i
r
y   where y is a partial assignment contained in x but dened
only with the variables that appear in those terms The partial assignment y
should already satisfy one g
j
 g ie g
j
y   Thus it should be at least one
variable x
k
that appears either positive or negative simultaneously in a one of
the clauses satised by y and in g
j
 Then we build a decision tree with x
k
in the
root where both its children have either a term less in f or a clause less in g and
we solve the problem recursively If all the leaves of this tree have equivalent pair
of formulas the input formulas are equivalent However if we nd a witness of
non equivalence in a pair of formulas in any leaf we can carry back that witness
and show the non equivalence of the input formulas After at most Ologn
iterations either f or g becomes constant Suppose that g becomes constant in
one of the leaves Then if there is an assignment y to the variables of function
f in that leaf such that fy  g it is a witness of the non equivalence between
the original formulas If f is a non empty unate formula it is non constant and
we can set its variables such that f  g and prove the non equivalence On the
other hand if f is non unate there exists a variable x
j
in one term and the same
variable appears negated in another one Then we keep branching with respect
to the values of x
j
and again both children have one term less After at most
jf j iterations more f becomes constant and we can solve the problem The case
when f becomes constant but not g is treated in a symmetric way Thus our
recursion tree has depth at most Ologn the whole tree is polynomial size and
we are done ut
This lemma gives us a eective procedure to decide the equivalence between
the formulas together with a way to nd a witness in the case that they are not
equivalent Thus we can derive the following theorem	
Theorem The class of O
p
lognsize CDNF is exact learnable in polyno
mial time using membership queries and a depth formula as a hypothesis
Proof We just have to observe that Bshoutys algorithms B and B

 when
learning a formula f  O
p
lognterm DNF  O
p
lognclause CNF always
produce hypothesis of the form h  h
 

   
 h
r
and h

 h

 
   h

s
where r
is at most the CNF size of f and s is at most the DNF size of f  Moreover the
number of terms in any DNF formula h
i
is bounded by the DNF size of f and
the number of clauses in any CNF formula h

j
is bounded by the CNF size of f 
Thus jhj jh

j  Ologn and we use Lemma  to solve an equivalence query
By Lemma 
 we can exactly learn that class only with membership queries The
running time of both algorithms B and B

is polynomial in the formula size
since so they are its respective monotone and dual monotone dimension ut
This result is an improvement of the learnability of kterm monotone DNF
from membership queries shown in BGHM since we are learning a non
monotone class and with non constant number of terms Although it has been
proved that kterm monotone DNF for non constant number of terms is not
learnable from membership queries only BGHM that proof assume that
we learn with respect to the DNF size only Thus considering the CNF size
together with the DNF allows us to overcome that diculty Moreover as we
mention before the number of membership queries needed is optimal BC	
Theorem  also improves the results in BGHM where
p
lognterm DNF
are shown to be exactly learnable with membership and an optimal number of
equivalence queries 
p
logn Again by considering the CNF size we are able
to get rid of the equivalence queries while considering only the DNF size it is
not possible
 Conclusions
We have shown that the classes of readk monotone formulas Satk Ologn
DNF and O
p
lognsize CDNF are exactly learnable with only membership
queries All our algorithms use a number of membership queries bounded by
maxfdf cfg that matches the lower bounds in BC	 Thus although
we are using a measure for the complexity that might seem unrealistic it is the
optimal one for this framework Moreoverwe also propose a systematic way to
obtain new learning algorithms frommembership queries only Now we just have
to concentrate in solving the equivalence problem between some other classes of
formulas and from there we automatically will derive new learning algorithms
Furthermore we also show how to solve equivalence for some classes of formulas
These results may be of independent interest outside the learning community
For instance for the monotone case solving equivalence has been proved to be
equivalent to solve the duality problem we refer the reader to BI for details
and further references
We left as open problem the extension of our results from readk monotone
formulas to readonce and readtwice arbitrary formulas In this respect we
already have some encouraging results As we mention before it is not possible
to extend this result to readthrice formulas since it will imply exact learning of
general DNF with membership queries This is known to be impossible with a
polynomial number of membership queries since the class of DNF contains the
class of all singletons It is also open whether the class of Satk OlognDNF or
the more general one of OlognCDNF is properly exact learnable using only
membership queries
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